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OPTIMAL Ü AND HOLDER ESTIMATES

FOR THE KOHN SOLUTION OF THE ^-EQUATION
ON STRONGLY PSEUDOCONVEX DOMAINS

DER-CHEN E. CHANG

Abstract. Let Í2 be an open, relatively compact subset in C+1 , and assume

the boundary of ß , dCl, is smooth and strongly pseudoconvex. Let Op(£)

be an integral operator with mixed type homogeneities defined on ii : i.e., K

has the form as follows:

k.l>0

where Ek is a homogeneous kernel of degree -A: in the Euclidean sense and

H/ is homogeneous of degree -/ in the Heisenberg sense. In this paper, we

study the optimal U and Holder estimates for the kernel K . We also use Lieb-

Range's method to construct the integral kernel for the Kohn solution 3'N of

the Cauchy-Riemann equation on the Siegel upper-half space and then apply

our results to d*N. On the other hand, we prove Lieb-Range's kernel gains 1

in "good" directions (hence gains 1/2 in all directions) via Phong-Stein's theory.

We also discuss the transferred kernel from the Siegel upper-half space to fi .

1. Introduction

To study the solution of the inhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann equation dp —

f on a given domain Q in C"+1 with good bounds has been one of the main

themes in the theory of complex analysis for many years. Suppose Q is a

bounded, smooth domain in C and f e C (Q) (hence in L ), then we have

the following integral representation for /: for z eQ and £ e dQ,

where dz = y(Qdo(Q , Ç = y(s) is the arc length parametrization of dQ, and

do is linear measure (arc length) on dQ. The first is called Cauchy projection

H(/) of /. It is well known that

"« = ¿/0cBrf{A3í

is one solution to dp = /, and any other solution is obtained by adding

holomorphic functions to the original solution. We define a "good" solution
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p (sometimes called the Kohn solution of dp = f ) by requiring that p _L {holo-

morphic functions} with respect to the inner product in L2(Q). Does the solu-

tion p as we defined above by the integral formula give us the Kohn solution?

In general, it is not. On the other hand, we can subtract the Szegö projec-

tion S(p) from p to minimize the L2-norm of p. (The Szegö projection

S: L (Q) —y H (Q) is the orthogonal projection defined by the Szegö kernel

S(z, Q. ) As we discussed above, the Cauchy kernel is a projection to 772(Q)

with an explicit expression. The problem reduces to whether this kernel

ff<*-o-Errb«o
is equal to the Szegö kernel S(z,Q. Both H(z,Ç) and S(z,Q have the

reproducing property; however the reproducing property of S(z, £) comes from

Hubert space considerations, not from Stokes' theorem. By the results obtained

by Kerzman-Stein [11, 12], H(z,Q = S(z,Q is true only if Q is a disc.

However, from their results, we know that S can be written in terms of the

Cauchy kernel 77 and its conjugate: Suppose A is an operator defined by the

kernel: A(z,Q = H(z,Q - H(z,Q , then

oo N

S = J2 HA7',        S(p) = Jim ¿ HAj(p),
;=0 ^°° ;=0

2 2
converges in L and gives the Szegö projection of p onto 77 (Q). Then p -

S(p) gives the Kohn solution.

There is no perfect analogue of the Cauchy kernel in cases when n > 1 :

What comes closest to it are certain so-called Cauchy-Fantappie (C-F) kernels.

The crucial property of the Cauchy kernel H(z,Q that makes it reproduce

holomorphic functions is that, for fixed z ,

hence the C-F generalization to C"+   has two parts:

(i) The construction of a differential form y/ with "correct" number of dÇ

and dÇ 's that satisfy d y/ = 0 ; this leads to the direction of the work by Leray

[9] and Norguet [22], etc.

(ii) The above forms involves certain functions gx(z,Ç),g2(z,Ç), ... ,

gn+x(z,Q which can be chosen with great freedom so long as they are not

expected to be holomorphic in z. For example, g¡(z, Q = z¡ - C,¡ leads to

the Bochner-Martinelli kernel. One can also construct g¡(z, Ç) which are holo-

morphic in z. This was achieved by Henkin-Ramirez [9], Kerzman-Stein [12]

under the assumption that the domain is strongly pseudoconvex.

From now on, we always consider the problem on a bounded, strongly

pseudoconvex domain with smooth boundary. Once again, we want to know

how to find an integral representation for the Kohn solution. We look at the
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Henkin's construction of the integral representation:

f(z) = cx[ df(Ç)AKx(z,Ç,t)

-c2f f(Ç)K2(z,Ç,t)
7(f,r)€0£ix{O}

+ c3f df(C)AK3(z,i;,t)
7(C,i)G£ix{l}

where K¡(z ,Ç,t),i — 1,2,3, are a combination of a Bochner-Martinelli kernel

and a Henkin type kernel. The kernel K2 is a reproducing kernel. Sometimes

we call the operator H: L (Q) -* 77 (Q) defined by K2 the Henkin projection.

In general, H is not an orthogonal projection. So we want to look at this

problem by other methods.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the integral representation for the

Kohn solution of the Cauchy-Riemann equation, using more direct methods

than those described above. We look at the problem in the following way (as

[1, 5, 8, 18, 19]): When n > 1 , the equation dp = f is over-determined. It

can be solved only when / satisfies the consistency condition df — 0. This is

equivalent to the d -Neumann problem:

Du = (dW + d*~d)u = f

with two boundary conditions: (1) we domain(9*) ; and (2) du e domain(9*).

Since df = 0, the d -Neumann problem is equivalent to solving:

(1.1) dd~*'u = f,       u e domain^).

Now we just need to put p = d*u to get the Kohn solution. We will not

explain the development of this problem, the existence and regularity properties

of this problem can be found in Kohn [5], Greiner-Stein [8], Beals-Greiner-

Stanton [2], Phong [24], Chang [3], etc. What we are interested in here is the

integral representation of the parametrix N (the Neumann operator) of the

d-Neumann problem and the Kohn solution 9*N. The integral representation

of the Neumann operator was first done by Phong [24], using the techniques

in PDEs. He found an asymptotic expansion of N on the Siegel upper-half

space under the assumption that the underlying metric is a Levi metric. If we

consider / as a (0, l)-form, then the Neumann operator N will depend on

the metric but the Kohn solution <9*N (which is a function) will not. Once we

prove the regularity properties for 9*N for one metric then it is true for all

Hermitian metrics. We refer readers to the paper by Beals-Fefferman-Grossman

[1] about Phong's theorem. Phong's theorem shows that the Neumann operator

N generates singular integrals with mixed type homogeneities. In fact, Krantz

[14, 15, 16] first discussed the regularity properties of those operators when

he considered the optimal estimates for the Henkin solution of <9-equations.

As we mentioned above, the kernel K¡(z,C,t) which appears in the Henkin

solution of the d -equation has mixed type homogeneities already (the Euclidean
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homogeneity Ek comes from the Bochner-Martinelli kernel and the Heisenberg

homogeneity 77, comes from the Henkin type kernel). Later on, when E. M.

Stein and his collaborators introduced the method of osculating the boundary

dQ by the Heisenberg group, such phenomena were even more apparent, see

Folland-Stein [6], Greiner-Stein [8], Rothschild-Stein [28], Phong-Stein [25],

Chang [3]. Unlike the parametrix of boundary complex Laplacian Ub , Phong's

result cannot be transferred to Q directly by standard Heisenberg coordinates.

After a couple of years effort, Phong and Stein [26, 27] achieved this goal by

using special Heisenberg coordinates. In their paper [26, 27], they also conquer

the difficulties of the Lp estimates for the "type 0" operators (the kernel EkH¡

has critical exponents with .fe = 2« and / = 4) by looking at the singular Radon

transforms, oscillatory integrals and Hubert integrals. In those papers, they also

open a new direction by discussing singular integrals whose singularity is not a

point!

On the other hand, Lieb and Range [18, 19, 20] studied this problem by

different methods via looking at the integral representations. They found an

integral representation for a function u which defined on Q. The kernels of

the Lieb-Range's representation are defined explicitly in terms of the geodesic

distance function for the given Hermitian metric (the Euclidean homogeneity

part) and the Levi polynomial of a strictly plurisubharmonic defining function

for Q (the Heisenberg homogeneity part). It is easy to get an integral represen-

tation for the Kohn solution from Lieb-Range's theorem by putting d*Nf (f

is a given (0, l)-form) in the position of u.

These two methods are based on totally different philosophy, but they are

related: Lieb-Range's method gives us more geometric feeling of this problem

and allows us to generalize it to more general domains, we will discuss it in a

forthcoming paper; but Phong-Stein's technique involves deep analysis for the

operators with mixed type homogeneities which give us optimal estimates. In

this paper, the author will combine these two methods to look at this problem. In

§2, we use Lieb-Range's method to construct the integral kernel of <9*N on the

Siegel upper-half space: Let / be a (0,1 )-form with the property df = 0, then

the ker(d*N) of the Kohn solution for du = f is a vector (Kx ,K2, ... , Kn+X).

The principal part of each K¡ has a form as follows:

fe,/>0

where Ek = cxP/y/a is homogeneous of degree -k in the Euclidean sense,

and 77, = c2Q/cp is homogeneous of degree -/ in the Heisenberg sense. (We

will define y/,tp,y7 in §2.) The crucial terms for each K¡ are E2nXH4 and

E2n_3H6, but when we consider the differentiation on those kernels, there will

be a critical case, i.e., E2nHA . This is the reason why we need to compute the

kernel explicitly. When we try to apply Phong-Stein's theory to those kernels,

we need to know whether those kernels E2 H.  satisfy the mean-value zero
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property, i.e.,

EkHl(z',t;p)dV(z') = 0,       V0<a<b<oo, andV(i;/>) e R1 xR+ .La<\z'\<b

In §3 and §4, we will prove the optimal Lp and Holder estimates for operators

with mixed type homogeneities. These results are new and allow us to apply

them to 9*N. We also apply Phong-Stein's theorem to prove <9*N gains 1 in

"good" directions in §3 which improve Lieb-Range's result to standard Sobolev

spaces. (In [20], Lieb and Range considered the regularity properties for the

operator <9*N on weighted Sobolev spaces Lp(dista(z, dQ)dV), for some a >

0.) We state our main theorems as follows:

Main Theorem (Theorem (3.12)). Let U be a boundary neighborhood of 0 e

ÖD c Cn+X ,fe C(~1)i0(C/) n dom(¿0 with df=0. Then the Kohn solution

d*Nf of the Cauchy-Riemann equation du = f satisfies: If f e LP(U) then

d*~NfeLpk+x/2(U)nSpk+x(U), k = 0,l,2,....

Main Theorem 2 (Theorem (3.17)).

(i) ~d*~N:Lp(U)^Lq(U), \/q= l/p - 1/(2« + 4), ifl<p<2n + 4;

(ii) |//l,exp(a|(ö*N)(/)/||/||L2ll+4|(2,,+4)/(2,,+3V(«;')^^l < C < œ,

a is a sufficiently small constant; i.e.,

Op(d*K):L2n+\u) - L(exp(a| • f»+*)l^)){U).

(iii) dy¡:Lx(U) - L(2"+4)/(2n+3)-*((7)j Vfi > 0.

(iv) a*N:L2"+4(log+L)2"+3+£(77)-L00(77), Ve>0.

Main Theorem 3 (Theorem (4.10)).

(i) d*-N:Lp(U)^Ax/2_{2n+A)/2p(U), d*~K:Lp(U)^Yx_(2n+4)/p(U), if2n +
4 < p < oo;

(ii) ¿rN:L00(L7)^A1/2nr,(L7);

(iii) a*N:Aa(77)-Aa+,/2(77), Va>0.

In §5, we show how standard Heisenberg coordinates can be used to transfer

the kernel <9*N from the model D to Q and prove that the results of Main

Theorem 1 to 3 are true for the "transferred kernel" (d*N)D, where D is a

boundary neighborhood of Q.

This paper is based on part of the author's Ph.D. dissertation at Princeton

University. The author would like to thank his advisor and teacher E. M. Stein

for his teaching, friendship and inspirations. The author would also like to

thank D. H. Phong and S. G. Krantz for taking time to explain some of the lore

of several complex variables.

_
2. The kernel of d*N on the Siegel upper-half space

In this section we apply the Lieb-Range's theorem (see [18, 19]) to find the

integral representation for the Kohn solution of the Cauchy-Riemann equation
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on the Siegel upper-half space.   Using the same notations as in [18, 19], we

define operators T   and E   as follows:

T^g^(g,ûz^-*K0),

T¡g = (g,dTQ),       geCx{0q)0(V);

EQg = (g,*dzK0),       geC^V);

T'qg = (g,dYq),       geC~q+X)(V),q>l;

Tq = K + Tq>

Eqg = (8>K°W^-^WV*)> 9>l.

(2.1) Theorem (Lieb-Range). Let U be a boundary neighborhood of a bounded

strongly pseudoconvex domain Q. Suppose u e Cx0 ,, 0(77) n dom(<9*), then

u = Tqdu + T*_xd*~u + Equ + %"_2n_xu + %_2ndu + g_2nd*~u + error terms.

Here the operator %. is an integral operator with kernel has size \%iz,w)\ «

C ■ \\z - w\\Je, where || • || means the Euclidean norm.

Since we want to find the integral representation for the kernel of 9*N/,

where / e Cf£ x) 0(77) n dom(d*).   We just need to find the corresponding

operators T% ,T*0 and E0 . Let D = {(z,, ... ,z„+1) e Cn+x:Tzn+l >|z,|2+---+

\zn\ } be the Siegel upper-half space with the boundary <9D = {Xzn+, = |z, |2 +

• ■ • + \zn\ } ■ It is a standard method to find the supporting function cp(z,w)

and the geodesic distance function y/ (z ,w). We omit all the computations.

Remarks. ( 1 ) Let us consider the standard Heisenberg vector fields on U, i.e.,

d        _ 3
Z* = ,

and

Z, = -^— + izk—,       k=l, 2, ...,«;
K      dzk Kd¡

Zn+l = i^^,        T=-L(Zn+x-Zn+x).

We also consider {cox, ... ,con+x} are the dual frame of {Z,, ... ,Zn+,} . In

this case, con+x = \¡2dp . Here p(z) = Imzn+, - ^Kj<„ \Zj\ is the "height"

function defined on 77_n D. Since we are solving du = f with / is a given

(0,1 )-form, then u = 9*N/ is a function in D, hence we may choose the given

Hermitian metric defined on 77 nD is the Levi metric! (i.e., {cox, ... ,o)n+x}

is orthonormal). Once we obtain the same results for 9*N/ then we will have

the same results for "all" other Hermitian metrics.

(2) Under the Levi metric assumption, we can get the parametrix ro(z,u;)

for the complex Laplacian D (which acts on (0, l)-forms) is (see Phong-Stein
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[27]):

Y0(z,w) =3if'((z ,t)~x -(w ,s)\p- p) = cy/~'

where X'(z ,t;p) = 2n~xn~(n+X)Y(n)[(2\z'\2 + t2 + p2)]~n . Following the same

idea of Henkin, we consider y/ = yi +4pp as a new function which extend the

kernel to DxD and nonzero on DxD-I = {(z, z) e 3D} . It is easy to see that

y/ (z ,w) = c'3?((z' ,t)~x ■ (w1 ,s) ;p + p) where Jf(z',t;p) — 2\z'\ +t +p .

(3) By the definition of p, we can see p(z) > 0 for all z e U n D. Also,

z = (z,, ... ,zn ,zn+x) = (z ,zn+x) = (z',t,p + \z'\2)

where t = £Hzn+, and (z , f) e dUx c H" is a point on the Heisenberg group,

(i.e., when p = 0, XzM+, = \z'\ e dUx c H"). Use this coordinate system,

we can write down the function cp precisely: suppose z = (z , t, p + \z'\ ) and

w = (w',s,p + \w'\ ), then

n '11

cp(z, tu) = ^2(-1)1jWj + j(t -s) + j{p + p) + ^(\z'\2 + \w'\2).

7=1

Suppose we define 3£(z ,t,p) = \z'\2 + p-it, then

<p(z,w) = (l/2)3?((z',trx-(w',s);p + p).

To simplify the computations, w.o.l.g., we may assume n = 2. In this situa-

tion:

where

j*0(W ,38) = (2ni)~3  J2 aW A38 A(d¡W)j A(d~z38)x~j
0<;<l

and

W = (V2)-xco3/cp,    38 = \  ¿2 (Z^coX/y/2.
[l<j<3 J

Hence we have

_ 2 J      2 _ 2 7      2

3^(z,w) = c{ax(Zxy/ )/> y/  -cox Aco3-ax(Z2y/ )/y> y/  -W2Acö3

+ a0(Zly/2)/vy/4 ■WXAW3- aa(Z2y/2)llpy/* ■ T52 AW3}

+ t.w.w.s.
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Here we use t.w.w.s.=terms with weaker singularities and

(2.2)

%y0(z,w) = - £ ejkZj(90(z,w))œjJœk
i<y<3

- {ax2v/2(Z,^2)/>V + axV2tp*(Zxye2)/>V

+ a0V2(Zxy/ )/<p2y/ + a02V2tp*(Zxy/ )/lpy/ + t.w.w.s.}«,

- {ax2\Í2(Z2y/ )/<p3y/  +ax\Í2cp*(Z2y/ )/cp2y/

+ aQV2(Z2y/ )¡<p2yj +a02y/2y>*(Z2y/ )lpy/  + t.w.w.s.}öJ2

+ {a,2(Z,^)(Z, y/2)/<p3y/2 + ax(Zx y/2)(Zx y/2)/<p2y/4

- íz,2(Z2p)(Z2y/2)/>V - ax(Z2y/2)(Z2y/2)/tp2y/4

+ a¿Zxlp)(Zx y/2)/<p2ys4 + a02(Zx y/2)(Zx y/2)/vy/6

- aQ(Z2lp)(Z2y/2)lcp2y/* - a02(Z2y/2)(Z2y/2)/yy/6 + t.w.w.s.}w3

= Kx(z ,w)œx + K2(z ,w)cö2 + K3(z ,w)co3.

Here we use the relations:   Z3~cp = -y/2 + £?x + ïïQy(z) ;  Z3(Zji//2) = ^x  for

j - 1,2 and Z3y/ = -\f2cp* + &Qy(z) + £?xy(z) + ¡È?2 which we can get by

direct computations. Here y is the defining function of D. On the other

hand, KQ(z,w) = -<p~3cox Aco2 Aœ3AWx Aœ3. Hence we have -*K0(z,w) =

c'cp~3 • co2.

The operator E0 is given by *dzK0(z, w), we have

(2.3) E0 =* dzK0(z , w) = 3(-\/2 + r, + ^(z))// + t.w.w.s.

Combine those results, we have the following theorem:

(2.4) Proposition. Suppose f e C^,, 0(f7) n dom(<9*), then the integral repre-

sentation of the Kohn solution d*Nf for the Cauchy-Riemann equation du = f

is given by a convolution operator on the Siegel upper-half space:

¿PN/ = T0dd*~Nf + E0d*~Nf + more smoothing terms

- T0f + EQd*Nf + more smoothing terms

where T0 is an integral operator with vector-valued kernel

K = (KX,K2,K3) + elliptic term + t.w.w.s.

The operators K., i — 1,2,3, are defined in (2.2) and the elliptic term equals

to dzYQ(z ,w). EQ is defined in (2.3).

Remark. ( 1 ) In this case, the principal part of the operator E0 is exactly the
2 2

Bergman (orthogonal) projection operator P0: L (Q) —► 77 (£2) with respect to

the metric on Q.
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3. Optimal Ü estimates for the kernels

WITH MIXED TYPE HOMOGENEITIES:  PHONG-STEIN'S THEORY

In this section we want to apply Phong-Stein's theory to discuss the Lp reg-

ularities of the kernel which we obtained in §2. As we have seen in §1, Phong

[24] gave an explicit integral representation of the Neumann operator on the

Siegel upper-half space D when the given metric on D is Levi: The main term

of N is a convolution operator defined by a kernel k where

(3.1) [Op(3?)(f)](z',t;p)

= if      3?((z ,t)-(w',s)~X;p + p)f(w',s;p)dV(w')dsdp

for feC~(U).
The kernel Jf can be written as

3t(z ,f,p)= J2 Ek(z ,t;p)Ht(z ,t;p),
k,l>0

with Ek and 77, homogeneous of degree -k and -/in the isotropic (Eu-

clidean) and parabolic (Heisenberg) sense respectively, i.e.,

Ek(X(z ,t;p)) = Ek(Xz ,Xt;Xp) = X" Ek(z ,t;p),

H,(X-(z' ,t;p)) = Hl(Xz',X2t;X2p) = X~lH!(z',t;p),       Va>0.

In order to study the optimal Lp estimates for the "transfer parametrix"

of the d -Neumann problem from the Siegel upper-half space to a bounded

strongly pseudoconvex domain, Phong and Stein [26 and 27] investigated the

deep theory about such operators via Hubert integral operators, singular Radon

transform and oscillatory integrals. In [26 and 27] they consider the kernel

Ek(z ,t ;p)Hl(z',t;p), where Ek has the form œP/(2\z'\ +p + t )" which

is homogeneous —k in the isotropic dilation sense. The kernel 77, has the form

~ Q/(\z'\ +P — it) which is homogeneous -/ in the parabolic dilation sense.

P and Q are polynomials. Here is one of the main theorems in [27]:

(3.2) Theorem (Phong-Stein). Let jf(z ,t;p) € C°°(t7\(0,0;0)) beakernelof

the type J^(z' ,t;p) = Ek(z , t ; p)H¡(z' ,t;p) and consider the Hubert integral

operator Op^ associated to J? by the formula (3.1). Then

(i) Op(^) can be extended as a bounded operator from LP(VX) to LP(V2),

1 < P < oo, for any compact subsets Vx,V2c U when either

k + l<2n + 4,    k<2n   or   k + l/2<2n + 2,    l<4.

(ii) Op(f%) can be extended as a bounded operator from LP(U) to LP(U),

1 < p < oo when either

k + l = 2n + 4,    k<2n   or   k + l/2 = 2n + 2,    l<4.

(iii) Assume that k = 2n, 1 = 4, and k has the cancellation property

(3.3) / Xiz ,t;p)dV(z') = 0
J a<\z'\<b
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for any (t;p) eft x R+ and any 0 < a < b < oo. Then Op(^) extended as

a bounded operator on LP(U), 1 < p < oo.

(3.4) Definition. The operator Op(JT) is defined by (3.1) where Jf = £^77,.

We say Op(JT) belongs to the class f, if either k + / < 2n + 4, k < 2n or

k + l/2 <2n + 2, / < 4; Op(^) belongs to the class ff2 if k + I = 2n + 4,
k < 2n ; Op(JT) belongs to the class ff} if k + l/2 = 2n + 2, / < 4 and Op(JT)
belongs to the class W4 if k = 2n, 1 = 4 and S? satisfies the cancellation

property (3.3).

2n + 2

Case 2:  k <2n ,k + I = 2n+ 4

Case 4:  k = In , / = 4 with mean-value zero property

Case 1 :  k <2n, k + I <2n + 4

or /<4, k + l/2<2n + 2 Case 3: /<4, k + l/2 = 2n + 2

2 H 2«+ 4

Now we go back to our integral kernel for d*N, we have the following the-

orem:

(3.5) Lemma. Suppose U is a boundary neighborhood of 0 e <9D c C . The

integral kernel for the Kohn solution d*N for the Cauchy-Riemann equation

du = f in U is given by

d*N = T0 + E0 + terms with weaker singularities

where T0 is a vector-valued kernel, i.e., TQ = (Kx ,K2,K3)+elliptic term. The

components of T0 have the following representation:

Kx = cxE3H4 + c2E5H0 + c3ExH6 + c4E3H2,

K2 = ëxE3H4 + c2E5H0 + c3ExH6 + c4E3H2 ,

K3 = c\E4H2 + c2E2H4 + c'3E0H6 .

EQ is a scalar kernel and E0 = c77g.
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Proof. Since

cp = \^((z ,tyX •(«/,s);p + p)

with ^(z ,t;p) = c3(|z'|2 + p - it) is homogeneous of degree 2 in the Heisen-

berg sense. On the other hand,

y/2=5?((z',t)-X •(«/>s);p + p)

with Stf(z'', t;p) = c3(2\z'\ + p + t ) is homogeneous of degree 2 in the Eu-

clidean sense. We also know \Z¡y/ | « f, and \Z fp(z,w)\ « I?, for » = 1,2.

Plug in these results in Theorem (2.2), it is easy to prove the theorem.

From the proof of Lemma (3.5), we can get the following result immediately

by applying Phong-Stein's theorem:

(3.6) Proposition. Suppose U is a boundary neighborhood of 0 e <9D c C ,

then <9*N is a bounded operator from LP(U) to LP(U), 1 < p < oo and is a

bounded operator from LP0C(U) to LXoc(U),  1 <p<oo.

The importance of these operators TQ and E0 lies in their smoothing prop-

erties. They are not only bounded on LP(U), 1 < p < oo, but also gain 1

in "good" directions. (Hence gain 1/2 in all directions.) From now on, we

need to go through all calculations to look at what happen when we consider

the derivatives of TQ and E0 : First, let us consider the components Kx, K2 of

TQ. In fact, we just need to look at terms E5HQ, E3H4 and EXH6 in Kx and

K2. Suppose j = 1,2

Zj{<p*(Z ky/2)fyJy/6} = 2Sjk<p* /çy/6 + (Zj<p*)(Zky/2)/-yJy/6

(3.7,a) - cp*(Zflp)(Zky/2)ltp2y/6 - 3<p*(Zjy/2)(Zky/2)fyly/S

+ t.w.w.s.

The critical terms of (3.7,a) are 23¡kf*¡~cpy/ and cp*(Z.y/ )(Zky/2)/~<py/s, but

both of them belong to the class Wx . The same situation will occur when we

consider Z¡{<p*(Zky/ )jlpy/ }.

(3.7,b) Z7{Z>2/>V} = 2^/7/ + 2(Z/p)(Z>2)/>V

- 2(Zjy/2)(Zky/2)/<p2y/6 + t.w.w.s.

The 2nd term of (3.7,b) belongs to the class W2. But the 1st and the 3rd term

of (3.7,b) are the critical case, i.e., k = 4, 1 = 4. To control these two terms,

we need the following lemma:

(3.8) Lemma. The principal part of the kernel

2Sjk/<p2y/A - 2(Zjy/2)(Zky/2)/<p2y/6
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satisfies the mean-value zero property:

r Í 2ôjk      2(Zjy/2)(Zky/2)

7a<(lz,p+|z2|2)<¿ \y2y/4 p2y/6

VO < a < b < oo, and V(i ; p) e R1 x R+ .

Hence this kernel belongs to the class ^ .

Proof, (i) j = k.

(3.9)  2¿,fe/pV - 2(Zjy/2)(Zky/2)/^y/6 = 2/7/ - 2(Zjy/2)(Zjy/2)/'y?y/6 .

It is easy to see that both terms of (3.9) are satisfying k = 4, 1 = 4. We need

to prove that this kernel has the mean-value zero property. To simplify the

computation, we assume y/ = 3if(z ,t;p) = 2\z'\2 + t2 + p and 7=1. Then

we get

2/>V - 2(Zjy/2)(Zjy/2)/tp2y/6 = 2{/ - (Zxy/2)(Zxy/2)}/tp2y/6

= 4{|z2|   -|z,| }/>V  +t.w.w.s.

(ii) j ^ k . We may assume j = 1, k = 2, then

2ôjklcp2y/  -2(Zjy/ )(Zky/ )/tp2y/  = -8z, • z2/cp2y/  +t.w.w.s.

In cases (i) and (ii), we need to check whether the functions |z,| - |z2| and

z, • z2 satisfy the mean-value zero property. But both of them are harmonic

polynomials of degree 2 in R4. When we restrict them to the unit sphere X3,

they become spherical harmonic polynomials of degree two. Since the subspaces

(of L (L3))ysk and ^3, of all spherical harmonic polynomials of degree k and

/ are mutually orthogonal, it follows that the integration of an element in *p2

against one in ip0 over the unit sphere always yields zero. This proves the

lemma and the kernel belongs to W4 .

The same thing happens when we consider Z¡{Zky/ /cp2y/ }.

Zj{<P*(ZkV2)/<P2V4} = 2Sjkcp*lcp2y/A + (Zy)(Zky/2)/<p2y/4

(3.7,c) - 2<p*(Zjp)(Zky/2)/tpiy/4 - 2<p*(Zji//2)(Zky/2)/<p2y/6

+ t.w.w.s.

The 1st and the 4th term of (3.7,c) belong to the class f3. The 2nd and the

3rd term of (3.7,c) belong to the class ??, . We will get similar results when we

consider Z¡{cp*(Zky/ )l<p2y/A).

Next, we consider the derivatives of the component K3 of the operator T0 .

By a straightforward computation, we know that when we differentiate (in all

directions) the kernel of the terms E2H4 and E0H6 in K3, it will produce

dV(z') = 0,
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operators belonging to the class Wx or the class fê2 . We just need to check the

term E4H2 :

(3.10)

Z.{[(Z,/)(Z,/) - (Z2y/2)(Z2y/2)]/<py/6}

= 2{ôjX(Zxy/2)-oj2(Z2y/2)}/tpy/6

- {(Zfcp)(Zxy/2)(Zxy/2) - (Z^)(Z2y/2)(Z2y/2)}/7y/6

- 3{(Zjy/2)(Zxy/2)(Zxy/2) - (Z./)(Z2/)(Z2/)}/^8 + t.w.w.s.

The 1st and the 3rd term of (3.10,a) always belong to the class W3. When

j = 1,2, the 2nd term belongs to the class Wx. But when 7 = 3, Z3ç> =

-\f2 + %x + ^y(z). This tells us

{(Z3lp)(Zxy/2)(Zxy/2) - (Z3^)(Z2ÍÍ/2)(Z>2)}/;V

= (-\/2){(Z,y/2)(Zx y/2) - (Z2y/2)(Z2y/2)}/eJ2yy6 + t.w.w.s.

which is the critical case k = 4, 1 = 4. By the same kind of computation as

we did in Lemma (3.8) or Phong-Stein theorem, we know that

/Ja

.2,2       it      2,2

a<(|z,|2+|z2|2)<Ä <p2y/6
^tr'^'W'^o.

V0 < a < b < oo, and V(f ; p) e R1 x R+

Hence this kernel belongs to the class W4 . We will have similar results when we

consider Zj{[(Zx y/2)(Zx y/2) - (Z2y/2)(Z2y/2)]/^y/6} .

From the result of (3.10), we have the following lemma:

(3.11) Lemma. The component K3 of the operator T0 is a bounded operator

from LP(U) to LP(U), 1 < p < oo (i.e., K3 component of d*N gains one in

all directions).

This is not a surprising result. In fact, suppose we consider the d -Neumann

problem inDc C , i.e., Du = f with boundary conditions «3|ÔD = 0 and

Z3Uj\dD = 0, for j = 1,2. Then to solve u3 we just need to consider the

Dirichlet problem. By the classical Calderón-Zygmund theory, u3 actually gains

2 in all directions which implies K3 will gain one in all directions.

Now we go to the final step: Let us consider the operator E0. First, we

observe that when we apply the adjoint operator (EQ)* of EQ to d*Nf, it is a

smooth operator, i.e.,

(E0)*(d*-Nf) = (d*Nf,C2d2KQ(z,w)*)

= (N/,^(* wd~K0(w, z))> = ^(N/).

Hence we can rewrite the integral representation of 9*N/ as follows:

FN/ = T0dd*~Nf+ (E0 - (E0)*)(d*~Nf) + (E0)*(d*~Nf)

+ more smoothing terms.
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It remains to control the term E0 - (EQ)*. When we consider the model case

D, we know that lp = cp*. It follows that E0- (E0)* = smoothing operator.

When Q is a general strongly pseudoconvex domain, we can apply a result

of Kerzman-Stein [12] to get \~cp~ - cp*\ sa l?3. This allows us to prove that

E0 - (E0)* = smoothing operator!

When the "normal" vector field Z3 acts on the kernel, it will produce a bad

situation. For example, let us consider

Z3{Z>2/¡V} = (Z3Z,V )/>V - 2(Z3ç>)(Z>2)^V

-2(Z3y/ )(Zji// )/cp2y/  +t.w.w.s.

We use the relation Z3~cp = —y/2 + ê?x+ ê?0y(z) which gives us

(Z3p)(Zy)/7</ = E3H6

and £'3776 is the case A: = 3 < 4, / = 6 > 4 but k + I = 9 > 8 . This tells us

Z3{Zjy/2/<p2y/4} will produce an unbounded operator from LP(U) to LP(U)

for 1 < p < oo !

Summarizing all these results, we can prove the following theorem:

(3.12) Theorem. Let U_be a boundary neighborhood of 0 e dD c C"^ , f e

C~,)0(c7) ndomain(d*)  with df = 0.   Then the Kohn solution ö*N/ of

the Cauchy-Riemann equation du = f satisfies: If f e Lpk(U) then 9*N/ e

LLi/2(V)nSpk+x(U), k = 0,l,2,....

Before we prove the theorem, we need some results about the left-invariant

vector fields Z;. . (The standard Heisenberg vector fields), j = I, ... ,n and

right-invariant vector fields Z* , 7 = 1,...,«, where

Z>  =dz--ZJdt>       7 = 1,-..,«.

By a result of Folland and Stein [7], we have

Z-(fg) = f(Zfg),        Z*(f*g) = (ZxRf)*g,        (Z)f)*g = f(Zfg).
Moreover, if 7 = (/,,..., in) e N, then we have

Zi=     E    puzj and z*=     E     ß,X-
\j\<\i\,d(j)>d(¡) \j\<\i\,d(j)>d(i)

where PU,QU are homogeneous polynomials of degree d(J) - d(I), d(J)

and d(I) are homogeneous degree of the vector fields Zy   and Z¡ .

Proof of the theorem. From Lemma (3.11), we know K3 is a bounded operator

from LP(U) to LP(U) C LP/2(U) which proved the case k = 0 for K}. By the

computations (3.7,a) to (3.7,c) and Lemma (3.8), we know the kernels AT, and

K2 are bounded operators from LP(U) to SX(U). Then we apply the inclusion
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result SP(U) c LPX/2(U) (see [6, 8, 14, 15, 28]) to prove the case k = 0 for

.ri, and K2. For general k eZ+ , suppose / e LP(U), then if ?ß(Z ,Z) is a

differential operator of degree k we have k e Z+ , suppose f e LP(U), then

if ^p(Z, Z) is a differential operator of degree k we have \\?ß(Z , Z)f\\p < A .

Let Z   or Z , ; = 1,2, be "allowable" vector fields, then

Z^(ZL,ZL)¿rN/ = Z^(ZL,ZL)(f*J2EkHi) + more smoothing terms
^     k,i '

= Zj I f*V$(Z   ,Z )-^2EkH¡ 1 + more smoothing
^ k,l '

= Z   I *p(Z   ,Z )f*^2EkH¡ I + more smoothing terms
^ k,l '

= U$(ZR,ZR)f (z'j -Y,EkHi))+ more smoothing
^ ^ k,l ) '

By the result of k = 0 and y(ZR ,Z~R)f eLp(U),v/e can prove

\\Z]^(ZL ,ZLW^f\\U(V) < A\\f\\Ll(U),        K p < oo.

This tells us ¿TN/ e Lpk+X/2(U).

Remark. Although Z3(d*N) raises an unbounded operator on LP(U) to itself,

but Z3(d*N) still define a bounded operator on LP(U). Let us consider the

vector Z3 act on the kernels AT, and K2 : Suppose k = 1,2,

(a) Z3{tp*(Zky/2)/-yJy/6} = (Z3tp*)(Zky/2)/-yJy/6 - y>*"(Z'3lp)(Z\y/2)/'cp2y/6

+  _       2    _       2 8
-3cp (Z3yi )(Zky/ )jlpyi +t.w.w.s.

the 1st term and the 3rd of (a) belong to the class ^ . Since |Z3^| « If^, so

the 2nd term defines a more smoothing operator.

(b) Z3{Z>2/7(/} = 2(Z>)(Z>2)/T>V

-2(Z3y/ )(Zky/ )/cp2y/  +t.w.w.s.

The homogeneity of the crucial term in (b) (i.e., (Z3y/2)(Zky/2)/ç)2y/6) is k =

4, 1 = 4. By the straightforward computation, we know that

7a<(|z,P+|z2|2)<6 (p2^

f (zk - wk){(t -s)- i(p + p)} + t.w.w.s. ,
= / —-==—:-dV(z )

= 0 + t.w.w.s.   VO < a < b < oo.
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So this term belongs to the class 8^ .

(c) Z3{cp*(Zky/2)lcp2y/4} = (Z3<p*)(Zky/2)/cp2y/4

- ^<P*(Z3-yl)(Zky/2)/(p3y/4 - 2<p*(Z3y/2)(Zky/2)/y)2y/6 + t.w.w.s.

All the first three terms of (c) belong to the class ^,.

(d) Z3{Zky/2/ïy/2} = - 3(Z3!p)(Zky/2)l~y7y/2

-(Z3y/ )(Zky/ )/<p3y/  + t.w.w.s.

The 1st term of (d) belongs to the class Wx and the 2nd term of (d) belongs to

the class W2.

Combine the computations (a) to (d) and Lemma (3.11), it is easy to see

that the operator Z3(K¡), i = 1,2,3, (and hence Z3(9*N)) define a bounded

operator on LP(U) to itself. Hence we have the following corollary:

Corollary. The Bergman projection P0 = I-9*N9 can be extended to a bounded

operator on LP(U) to itself, for all k = 0,1,2, ... ,  i.e.,

P0:LPk(U)^LPk(U),       VrC€Z+.

Next, we want to discuss the optimal Lp and Holder estimates of kernels

with mixed type homogeneities. Before we go further, let us review some real

variable results. Recall that a function /:R"->C is said to be of weak type y,

y > 0, if there exists a constant A > 0 such that

\{x e R" ; |/(x)| > s}\ < A/sy,    for all 5 > 0.

Here | • | denotes the Lebesgue «-dimensional measure. By the results of

Folland-Stein [6], Krantz [14, 15, 16], we have the following lemmas:

(3.13) Lemma. Let X: R" x Rm -► C have the property that 3?(x,-) is of weak

type y, as a function of y, uniformly in x, and 3¡f(-,y) is weak type y as a

function ofx, uniformly in y. Then the linear transformation

f(x)^Tf(x)= [  J?(x,y)f(y)dy,
JR™

defined for f:ftm -► C, satisfies \\Tf\\u < Ap\\f\\u, whenever y > I,  1 <

p < q < oo, and q~x = p~X +y~X - 1 . Moreover, \\Tf\\Ly_c < ^£||/||L, for all

e>0.

(3.14) Lemma. Let Jf:R" x Rw -> C have the property that

f  \&(x,y)\ydx<Ay <oo,       VyeRm,

and

[   \X(x,y)\¡dy<Ay <oo,       VxeR".
'R'"
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Then the linear transformation

/(*)-> r/(x)= f  3f(x,y)f(y)dy,
JR"

defined for f:Rm -* C, satisfies \\Tf\\L, < A\\f\\^, whenever y > 1, 1 < p <

oo, and q~  = p~ +y~  -1.

Remarks. (1) Observe that the hypotheses of Lemma (3.14) are stronger than

those of Lemma (3.13), but they yield the stronger conclusions that the operator

norm does not depend on p (which just depends on the max{||^(x,.)||L!,,

li^'(*>y)llz.¡'}) and that we may allow y = 1 and p = 1 ,oo.

(2) Suppose m = n , Q is a relatively compact subset of R" and supp^ c

Q x Q. Then the assumption that Jf(x, •) and 3¡f(- ,y) are uniformly of weak

type y implies that they are uniformly in Lq for any fixed 1 < q < y (see

Krantz[14, 15, 16]).

We also have

(3.15) Lemma. Suppose 3¡f, y,f are as in Lemma (3.13) and feL1 where

y~x + y'~x = 1. Suppose n = m, ficR" and supp^ cflxfl. Then

IM\W\)dv<-M<-
where a is a sufficiently small constant and M,a do not depend on f, but on

y and \Q\.

This lemma was first suggested by Stein, later on, Krantz [ 14] used it to prove

the optimal Lp and Holder estimates for the Henkin solution of the d -equation.

Next, we will prove the kernel EkH¡ is a function of weak type (2«+4)/(A:-f-/)

whenever / > 4, k < 2n, k + I < 2n + 4 and is a function of weak type

(4« + 4)/(2A: + /) whenever / < 4, k + 1/2 < 2n + 2. Since we consider

everything locally, we may assume the kernel is

cp(z ,t;p)5?((z ,t)-(w,s)~x ;p + p)y/(w',s;p)

where (z',t;p) and (w',s;p) are two points in D, cp and y/ are two cut-off

functions. Since the kernel has compact support, if g:supp^ —<• C is any

measurable function, then for 0 < í < 1, we have

\{x e supp^,|^(x)| > s}\ < |supp^| < |supp^|//   for any 0 < v < oo.

Therefore, when we check

\{(w', s ; p) e D: \cp(z , t ; pW((z , t)(w' ,s)'x ; p + p)y/(w' ,s ;p)\ < s}\

and

\{(z',t;p)eD:\<p(z',t;p)3r((z',t)-(w',s)-X;p + p)y/(w',s;p)\<s}\

we just need to consider those large í , say s > 1 .
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Case (i):  / ̂  4, k <2n, k + l < 2« + 4, we define y = (2n + 4)/(k + l). Fix

(z',t;p)eD,

\{(w',s;p) e D: \<p(w',s;p.W((z',t) ■ (w',s)',;p + p)V(z',t;p)\ < s}\

^    \i   i r. <P(w',s;p)-i//(z',t;p)
< ¿ (w   s' u) 6 D'-——        ——_       _ < c >
"     \ ' ' (\Z' -W'\ + \t-s\ + (p + ß))k(\z'-w'\ + \t-s\l/2 + (p+ß)U2y j

< \ílw' y u) G D_<p(w',s;p)-iy{z',t;p)_       )

-\Y      '   '^' •|z'-w'|*(|z'-w'|+|í-5|'/2 + (/) + ^)1/2)l   <Sj

= \A\ =  //      dV(z')dtdp
J J AnD

JJaod \ lz' - w'\k(\2' - w'\ +1' - 'I172 + (P + f)X/2)' ) dV{z')dtdp
<

= cs~y.

To prove the last inequality, we just need to count the homogeneities. Here the

constants C will depend on the measure of the compact set | supp cp\. We can

get a similar result for

\{(z ,t;p) eD:\<p(z' ,t;p)3i((z' ,t)-(w' ,s)~x ;p+p)y/(w' ,s;p)\ < s}\ < Cs~y.

Case (ii): / < 4, k + 1/2 < 2« + 2, we define y = (4n + 4)/(2k + I). Fix
(z ,t;p) e D, then we just need to apply the classical results of the Riesz
potentials, then we can get

\{(z' ,t;p) eñ:\<p(z' ,t;p)jr((z' ,t) ■ (w' ,s)~l ;p + p)v(w' ,s;p)\ < s}\

^\{(w',s;p)eD:\<p(z',t;p)Jf((z',t) •(«/, s)"1 ;p + p.)v(w',s;p)\ > s}\

i(w' s-u)€R2n+2-_<p(w',s;p)-(z',t;p)_

V     ' ' (|z' - w'l + \t-s\ + (p + fi))k(\t -.s|72 + (/> + /i)i/2)i

= CMI-C/L{(\*'-w'\ + \<-'\HP + ànv-s\w + (p+iï^ dnz')dtdp

< Cs~K

From these arguments, we know the kernel

cp(z ,t;p)3?((z ,t)-(w' ,s)~X ;p + p)y/(w' ,s;p)

is weak type y or y, uniformly in (z , t ; p) and (w' ,s;p). We also mention

a result of Krantz [16]:

Theorem (Krantz). Suppose that (X,p) is a finite measure space and that 3Z': X

x X —y C is a measurable function satisfying the property that 5f(x, ■) is weak

type y uniformly in x (the hypothesis on 3i(- ,y) may be dropped), 1 < y < oo.

Let T be the integral operator

Tf(x)= ( J?(x,y)f(y)dp(y).
Jx

Then T maps V (log+ L)y ~1+£ to L°° , any e > 0. Here y = y ¡(y - 1) is the

exponent conjugate to y .
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Summarizing all this information, we have obtained the following proposi-

tions:

(3.16.1) Proposition. Suppose the operator Op(^) defined in (3.1) and I > 4,

k <2n, k + I < 2« + 4 ;  then we have the following :
(i) Op(3T): LP(U) -* Lq(U), q~x = p~x - (2n + 4 - k - l)/(2n + 4),  1 <

p<(2n + 4)/(2n + 4-k-l);

(ii)   |//uexp(a]Op(^)(/)/||/||L(2„+4)/(2n+4_t„J(2"+4)/(fc+/V^(^')^^l < C

< oo, a is a sufficiently small constant; i.e.,

Op(Jf): L(2»^«2n+4-k-l){u) ^ L(exp(a| ; |(2n+4)/(/c+/)))([/) _

(iii) Op(jry.Ll(U) -» L{2n+mk+l)-£(U), Ve > 0;

+4-A:-/)-l+£(iv)   Op(JT):L(2fl+4)/(2"+4-*-')(log+ L)(2«+4)/(2«+<-«-<)-'«([/)

Ve > 0, where U is a boundary neighborhood of 0 edU. cH".

L°°(U),

2n + 4

(3.16.2) Proposition. Suppose the operator Op(3?) defined in (3.1) and I <4,

k + 1/2 < 2« + 2 ;  then we have the following:

(i')  Op(Jr):Lp(U) -* Lq(U),  q~x = p~x - (4n + 4 - 2k - l)/(4n + 4),

1 < p < (4« + 4 - 2k - l)/(4n + 4) ;

(Ü ' )    I //(/ exP(al Op(^)(/)/||/||L(4„+4,/(4n+4-2*-/,

< oo, a is a sufficiently small constant; i.e.,

(4n+4)/(2k+l)
)d(w')dsdp\ < C

Op(Jf):L{4n+4)n4n+4-2k-l](U) - L(exp(a| • r+4)/{2k+l)))(U).

(iii') Op(JT):L'(t/)-L (4n+4)/(2k+l)-c
(77), Ve>0;
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(iv ' )  Op(JT): L(4«+4)/(4«+4-2*-/,(log+ L)(4„+4)/(4„+4-2*-/)-l+e(f7) _ L~(£/) }

Ve > 0, where U is a boundary neighborhood of 0 edUx c H" .

Applying the results of these two propositions, we can prove the optimal Lp

estimates for the Kohn solution of the d-equation. By the result of §2, the

crucial terms of the kernel d*N = (Kx ,K2, ... , Kn+X) have the form E2nXH4

and E2n3H6, hence we can write down the following theorem:

(3.17) Theorem.

(i) drN:Lp(U)-*L9(U),  l/q = \/p - 1/(2« + 4), ifl<p<2n + 4;

(ii)  |//[/exp(a|(9tN)(/)/||/||L2„+4|(2',+4)/(2n+3))e/K)^^l<C<oo,  a is

a sufficiently small constant; i.e.,

Op(eTN): L2"+4(t7) - L(exp(a| • f2"+^2"^))(U).

(iii) 1TN:LX(U) - L(2"+4)/(2»+3)-«(v)> Vg > 0.

(iv) Ö*N:L2"+4(log+L)2"+3+£(C/)-L00(i7), Ve>0.

4.  HOLDER ESTIMATES FOR THE KERNELS WITH

MIXED TYPE HOMOGENEITIES

In this section, we want to discuss the Holder estimation of the operator

EkH¡. Since we are considering the mixed type homogeneities, we define two

different "norm functions" on D as follows: (1) the "norm function" with

respect to the Euclidean homogeneity: ||(z',r;p)||e « \z'\ + \t\ + p; (2) the

"norm function" with respect to the Heisenberg homogeneity: ||(z',r;/j)||A sa

\z'\ + \t\ +P ■ Note that the "norm functions || • \\e or || • ||A here are not

the norm as usual, since

||((z',0-(^',5)-,;^ + ^)||, = 0,    or   \\((z',t)-(w',s)-X;p + p)\\h = 0,

if and only if p = p = 0 and (z , f) = (w' ,s). We use the notations || • ||e or

|| • ||A here just for convenience. We have the following obvious inequalities:

(4.1) \\(z',t;p)\\e<\\(z',t;p)\\h<\\(z',t;p)\\XJ2,

whenever |\(z ,t;p)\\h < 1.

First we establish two easy lemmas:

(4.2) Lemma (Triangle inequality). There exists a constant C > 1 such that for

all u = (z ,t;p),v = (w',s;p) € D,

\\u + v\\h < C*(||m||ä + ||v||A),

\\((z',t)-(w',s);p + p)\\h<C(\\u\\h + \\v\\h).

Here (z ,t) ■ (w', s) denotes the multiplication on the Heisenberg group.

Proof. By homogeneity we may assume that ||«||A + |M|A = 1. The set (u, v) e

D x D satisfying this equation is compact, so we may take C to be the larger

of the maximum values of ||« + u||A and \\((z' ,t)-(w' ,s);p + p)\\h on this set.
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(4.3) Lemma. If f is a homogeneous function of degree X (in the Heisenberg

dilations), X e R which is C°° away from the origin, there exists a constant

C > 0 such that

\f(u)-f(v)\<C\\u-v\\h-\\u\\h    ,    whenever \\u-v\\h < {-\\u lA'

\f((z',t)-(w',s);p + p)-f(z',t;p)\<C\\v\\h-\\u\\Áh ',

whenever \\v\\h < ^\\u\\h .

Proof. For the first case, we may assume, by homogeneity, that ||m||a = 1 and

II« - v\\h < 1/2. But then v is bounded away from zero, so by the mean value

theorem and (4.1) we have

\f(u)-f(v)\<C\\u-v\\e<C\\u-v\\h.

The same argument in the second case yields

\f((z',t)-(w',s);p + p)-f(z',t;p)\<C\\((z',t)-(w',s);p + p)-(z',t;p)\\e.

But g(w',s;p) = ((z ,t) • (w1 ,s);p + p) is a smooth function, we have

\\((z',t)-(w',s);p + p)-(z',t;p)\\e

= \\g(v) - g(0)\\e < C\\v -0\\e = C\\v\\e <C\\v\\h.

We want to prove the Holder estimates in nonisotropic sense first.  Let us

consider the following nonisotropic Lipschitz space: if 0 < a < 1, we define

r = fCT°°nr°-        c„„          /  z ,t)-(w ,s);p)-f(z ,t;p)\j eL   nc .       sup       -——;——-< oo
(z',t).(l«',i)€H" \\(W  ,S)\\h

peR+

when a = 1 , we define

r, = \feL0OnC°: sup
( (z',í),(»',s)eH»,/ieR*

\f((z',t)-(w',s);p) + f((z',t)-(w',s)-x;p)-2f(z',t;p)\ 1
X-j- < 00 >  .

\\(w',s)\\lh J

It is very easy to see these spaces contain all the functions which are Lipschitz

e* in the Heisenberg sense on each level set {p = constant} on D. Using these

notations, we can prove the following theorem:

(4.4) Proposition. Let Op(J') be an operator defined by the kernel

3r = <p(z',t;p)EkHly/(w',s;p)eC°°(D\(0,0;0))

on D. Suppose k < 2n, / > 4 and k + I < 2« + 4. Let f be a function

of compact support. If f e Lp and ß = 2n + 4 - I - (2n + 4)/p > 0, then
g = Op(Jf)(f)eYß(U).
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Proof. Case 1: ß = 1. Then 1 = 2n + 4-k -1- (2n + 4)/p . We also need to
fix p, w.l.o.g. we may assume p = 0. Then we have

\g((z' ,t) ■ (w' ,s);0) + g((z' ,t) ■ (w' ,s)-X ;0) - 2g(z' ,t;0)\

< Wf\\u{H \^((u,r)-x.[(z',t).(w',s)];u)

+ 3?((u',r)-x-[(z',t)-(w',s)-X];v)

i/p'
-!W((u ,r)  ' -(z ,t);v)\" dV(u')drdv'

with p~  + p'~   = 1 . By Lemma (4.3) we have

\¿r((u ,r)~x ■[(/,t)-(w',s)];v)+3T((u ,r)-x -[(z ,t)-(w',s)-x];v)

-2.^((u',r)-X-(z',t);u)\

<C-\\(w',s;0)\\2h-\\((u,r)-x .(z',t);u)\\-hk-'-2.

Now we estimate the integral,

= I + II.
>\s;0)\\hJJd       77||(M',r)-i.(z',í);í/)|U<||(«;',í;0)|U      JJ\\((* ,r)-'-(z',/) ;«0||*>||

To estimate the integral I, we just need to estimate each term separately. We

apply Lemma (4.2) to get

||((M',r)-1.[(z,,/).(U;,,5)];^)||A<C(||((M,,r)-1.(z',r);I,)||A + ||(U;',S;0)||A)

when ||((W',r)-1.(z',i);z/)||A<||(u;',5;0)||A,wehave

\\((u,r)-x-[(z',t)-(w',s)];i/)\\h<(l + C)\\(w',s;0)\\h.

Then we have

r
>\M* ,r)-i-(z> ,t);v)\\h<\\{w> ¿;0)\\\(//

Up'
x |JT((w',r)  ' -[(z ,t)-(w' ,s)];u)\" dV(u')drdv

ill\JJ\\((u',r)

x ||((«' ,r)-X.(z',t); v)\\-/{k+l)dV(u) drdt^j

<
r)-'-(z-,t)^)\\h<\\(w\s-fi)\\.

<C-\\(w',s;0)\\{-pl(k+,)+2n+4)lP',

whenever -(k + l) + (2n + 4)/p is positive, but 1 = 2« + 4 -k-l - (2n + 4)/p

hence we have -(k + I) + (2« + 4)/p = -(k + I) + (2« + 4) - (2« + 4)/p = 1.

We have

I<C.||(V,s;0)||A.
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To estimate II, we have

(if \^((u',r)-x-[(z',t)-(w',s)];u)
\JJ\\Uu',r)-^(z,,t)^)l\H>\\(w',sM\ï\\((u' ,r)~'-(z> ,t);»)\\h>\\(w> ,s;0)\\l

+ jr((u',r)-x-[(z',t)-(w',s)-X];u)

A W
-2JT((«',r)   X-(z',t);u)\p'^

^ s-,    11/    ' rv\i|2    ,,/     ' r.,,,{{-k-l-2)p'+2n+4}/pl<C-||(w ,5;0)||A-||(«; ,s;0)||Av

whenever (-k - I - 2) + (2n + 4)/p   is negative. However, because 1 = 2« +

4-k - I - (2n + 4)/p , it follows that this number is -1, and thus

H<CH(ti;',í;0)|¿.

Case 2: 0<ß<l,ß = -k-l + 2n + 4-(2n + 4)/p . It suffices to estimate

(jj^((u,r)-X.[(z',t)-(w',s)];v)

Mp'
Jf((u ,r)  ' • (z , t) ; v)\" dV(u) drdv

Once again, we apply Lemma (4.2), (4.3) and the technique we used in Case 1

to show this integral is dominated by C • \\(w' ,s;0)\\h .

Next, we want to deal with the isotropic Lipschitz case. What we need to

estimate is the term Op(Jf)(f)((z',t;p) + (w',s;p)) - Op(Jf)(f)(z',t;p),

where

Op(JT)(z ,t;p)= H j  JT((u ,r)~X • (z ,t);v + p)f(u ,r;v)dV(ù)drdv .
JO     JH"

Suppose x = (z ,t), y = (w' ,s) and v = (u ,r) are points on the Heisen-

berg group,then

Op(Jr)(/)(x + y;p + p)- Op(5?)(f)(x;p)

= Op(3T)(f)(x -y;p + p)- Op(^)(f)(x ; p)

where y = (v ,s - 21z -~w) and x • y is the Heisenberg group multiplication

of x and y . So we need to control the term 5?(v~x • (x • y) ;v + p + p) -

f%(v~  ■ x ; v + p), we prove the following lemmas first:

(4.5) Lemma. Suppose I > 4, k < 2«, A: + / < 2« + 4 and 0 < X{ =2n + 4 -

k - I < 2, then

H f   \^(u~x ■ (x ■ y);u + p + p) -^(v~X ■ x;u + p)\dV(v)du
Jo   7h"

<C'-\\(w',s;p)\¿2'2.
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Proof.

i    f   \5r(v~X ■(x-y);v + p + p)-3Zr(v~X ■ x;u + p)\dV(v)dv
Jo   Jh»

= f°° f   1X^,1)-#(t2,ti)\dri
Jo   Jh»

= ff in \^(^,n)-^(^2,ri)\dn

+ ff tn  \^(^,n)-^(^,n)\dn = l + ll.

Here £, = (x -y ;p + p), £2 = (x;p) and n = (v;u). Note that ||i, -£2||A <

c- Hi, -<yy2 and ||c;2 - »||A < 0(11«, - n\\h + ||£, -£2||A), this implies

{if: 11^ — if||A <<#•!!«,— <2ll¿/2> C iff: ||«2 - i||U < O - (rf -l- c) - |Ki - <2l¿/2>-

Hence we have

ff „, \^(ix,n)-^(i2,n)\dn

< If U2 mZiMdti

+ ff \X(i2,ti)\dt,
.   f -k-l      2n+3 ,        f

< / r        • r      dr ■
7{0<r<</'.||f,-i2||y2} J\\i

<C' .\\ix-i2\\i2n+4-k-')/2 = C' -\\(w' ,s;p)t2.

smooth function do
'{0<r<¿<-||í,-í2||^} J\\t2->i\\l

»1       ^2113

Next, we consider the term II:

ff „ \X(Zx,Ti)-3e(z2,n)\dn.

We look at the integrand

\J%r(Zx,n)-^(t2,r])\ = \3lr(v-X-(x-y);v + p + p)-3r(v-x-x;v + p)\

= \3f(z +w' -u ,t + s -r- 2lu ■ (z +w);v + p + p)

-S?(z -u ,t-r- 21u --z;v + p)\

< C ■ {\w'\ • ||«, - ti\\~hk~'~X + |* - 21u'-w\

■\\Si-l\\Hk~'~2 + »\\Si-i\\~hk~'~2}

<C\\il-Z2\\e.\\tx-ri\\-hk-1-2.
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if ||«, -n\\h > 2||«, -«2Ha an<* x>y 'v are a^ in a small compact neighborhood

of 0 € <9D. Hence we have

ff ta  \J?(Zx,ri)-3?(t2,n)\dn

<  ff 1/2   llf, -t2\\e- HÍ1 -'/Ha"""'"2^

^ y->    ii e E  ii / —k-l—2      2«+3 j
<C-  í,-í2 ,- / ,_ r -r      dr

• / smooth function do
7||i,->/IU=i

< c • h«, - «2ne • h«, - a£n+4-k-l-2)l2 = C ■ \\(w',s;p)\f;/2,

whenever 2n + 4-k-l-2 < 0 which coincides with our assumption and

complete the proof.

(4.6) Lemma. Suppose I < 4, k+l/2 < 2n+2 and 0 < X2 = 2n+2-k-l/2 < 1,
then

f    f   \3?(v~x-(x-y);v +p + p)-5?(v~x ■ x;v + p)\dV(v)dv
Jo   Jh»

<C'-\\(w',s;p)\\Xe2.

Proof. We use the same ideas as we did in Lemma (4.5) to prove this lemma

except we use "Euclidean norm function" 11 • | \e to replace the "Heisenberg norm

function" || • ||A . Also, when we estimate |J3f («,, n) - ¿%(£,2 ,n)\, we just gain

lin H«,-C-

(4.7) Corollary. Suppose I < 4, k + l/2 = 2n+l, then

H f   \^(v~x ■ (x ■ y);u + p + p) - Ji(v~x -x;v + p)\dV(v)dv
Jo    Jh»

<C'.\\(w',s;p)\\xe-log\\(w',s;0)\\e

and

f°° f   \^(v-x-(x-y);u + p + p)
Jo   Jh»

+ jr(v-x.(x-y-X);v + p-p)

-2Jr(v-x-x;u + p)\dV(v)du<C-\\(w',s;p)\\Xe.

Applying these lemmas, we may use the fact Op^) is a convolution oper-

ator to prove:

(4.8) Proposition. Suppose / < 4, k+l/2 < 2«+2 and X2 = (4n+4-2k-l)/2 >
0, then

(i) Op(Jf): AQ(D)_- Aq+A2(D) , // 0 < a + X2 < 1 ;

(ii) Op(JT):AQ(D) - Ya+h(D), if a>l.
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Suppose l>4, k <2n, k + / < 2« + 4 and Xx =2n + 4-k-l>0, then

(i') Op(Jf):Aa(D)Aa+Xi/2(W), ifO<a + Xx<l;

(ii ' ) Op(JT): AQ(D) - Ya+Á¡ (D),ifa>l.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is standard. Suppose 0 < a < 1. We just need

to consider the Poisson extension {fe} of / e AQ(D) and then consider the

operator f% acts on the family {fe} . The finite difference operator A2 , s. J =

A(w' ,s ;tt)(f - fe> + A}w' ,s ;/*)(/«) wil1 show the results (i) or (i ' ). We will omit all

the computations.

To prove the proposition when m < a < m+I, m e N, we can apply the

arguments above m times (with / in place of f£) and reduce matters to the

case 0 < a < 1. But we just can apply those "allowable" vector fields here. In

this case, we need to switch the differentiation on the kernel to the differentiation

on the function /. Since / has compact support on the Heisenberg group, it

is easy to commute the differentiation. If we consider the normal derivative,

the boundary integration will come into play which may make the estimation

very bad. This tells us when a > 1, we just know Op(3¡f) maps A (D) into

The case when a is an integer then follows by the standard interpolation

theorem for AQ spaces.

Summarize all these results, we can state the following theorem:

(4.9.1) Proposition. Suppose the operator Op(^) defined in (3.1) and / > 4,

k <2n, k + I < 2n + 4;  we have the following:

(i)   Op(^'):L,'(L7)^r(„+2)(,_/,_1)_(,+/)/2(L7),

OpPf): LP(U) - r(2n+4)(,_p_1)_(,+/)(L7), if (2n + 4)/(2n + 4 - k - I) <
p < oo;

(ii)   Op(^):L°°(L7)-A(2n+4_,_/)/2(t/),

Op(Jf): L°°(C7) -» Y2n+4_k_¡(U) ,if0<2n + 4-k-l<2;

(iii)   Op(jr):Aa(£/)-Aa+(2n+4_fc_/)/2(t/),i/0<a + (2n + 4-fc-/)/2< 1,

Op(^):Aa(77) -» rQ+2„+4_,_/(L7), if a > 1.

(4.9.2) Proposition. Suppose the operator Op(^) defined in (3.1) and I < 4,

k + 1/2 < 2« + 2 ;  we have the following:

(i')   Op(^):Lp(U)-^A{2n+2){x_p_l)_{2k+l}/2(U)lif(4n+4)/(4n+4-2k-l) <

p < oo;

(ii')   Oppf): L°°(C7) -y A2n+2_k_//2(U) ,if0<2n + 2-k-l/2<l;

Op(Jr):L°°(t7)^A,(L7), if k + l/2 = 2n + l.

(iii')   Op(3ry.Aa(U)^Aa+rn+2_k_ly2(U),if0<a + (2n + 2-k-l)/2<l;

Op(3ry.Aa(U)^Ya+2n+2_k__ll2(U), ifa> 1.

Applying the results of these two propositions, we have the following:
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(4.10) Theorem.

(i) ]TN:Lp(U)^Ax/2_i2n+4)/2p(U),

d*N:Lp(U) -» r,..(2„+4)/p(c7), if 2« + 4 <p < oo;

(ii)   9*N:L°°({7)^A,/2nr,(f7);

(iii)   ÔTN:AQ(L7)^Aa+,/2(L7), Va>0.

Remarks. (1) The results (i), (ii) of this theorem tell us the Kohn solution d*N

map Lp functions to AQ , a = 1/2 - (2« + 4)/2p , in all directions but A2a

in the complex tangential directions. In fact, we may look at this result via a

theorem of Krantz [16]:
t.

Theorem (Krantz). Let flcC be strongly pseudoconvex with C boundary,

k > 3, and let 0 < a < k. Let /:fi-»C be holomorphic and suppose

f e Yo(Q). Then f e Aa/2(Í2) hence f e Ya(Q) n Aa/2(Q). 7« other words

Ya(Q) n {holomorphic functions} = A ,2(fi) n {holomorphic functions}.

Using this theorem and the fact d*N(f) e A ,2, we may set <9*N(/) =

H(/) + (Ö^Ni/) - H(/)} , where H(/) is the Henkin solution. From Krantz

[15], we know H(/) e Ya(Q) n Ao/2(fl). But d{dS(f) -_H(/)} = f~f =

0 implies d*N(f) - U(f) is holomorphic.  This tells us d*N(f) e Y (Q) n

AQ/2(«).
(2) The result of (ii) is optimal due to a counter example of Kerzman and

Stein [15, 16].

(3) The result (iii) of Theorem (4.10) is stronger than the result (iii) of Propo-

sition (4.9.1), i.e., the operator <9*N not only map AQ(17) to ra+,/2(c7) bound-

edly, in fact maps Aa(£7) to Aa+,,2(17) boundedly!  <9*N is the kernel of the

d -equation and d is an elliptic operator, hence we can recover the normal

direction by those admissible directions.

5. Transferred kernels on strongly pseudoconvex domains

_From §2 to §4, we discussed the integral representation of Kohn solution

<9*N and optimal Lp and Holder estimates for operators with mixed type ho-

mogeneities on the Siegel upper-half space. The final goal of this work is to

discuss the problem on a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain Q. We will

transfer the kernel EkH¡ from the model to the domain Q via a special Heisen-

berg coordinate system which was introduced by Phong and Stein [26, 27]. We

just summarize Phong and Stein's results and compare them to the results ob-

tained by Lieb and Range [18, 19]. We have mentioned standard Heisenberg

coordinate system in §1 already. When we discuss the d -Neumann problem,

we cannot use standard Heisenberg coordinate system to transfer the kernel N

from the model to general domain! (This is different from the parametrix of

Db ).   Phong and Stein [26, 27] constructed a "special Heisenberg coordinate
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system" to overcome this difficulty. A special Heisenberg coordinate system is

any standard Heisenberg coordinate system (z'f, /f ; p**) e H" x R" for « e D

(where D^ is a small neighborhood of n ), depending smoothly on n, which

satisfies the conditions

(5.1) \zn-z'\=Ö2,       \tf-t\ = 0\       \p*-p\ = Oi

where (z',t;p) are standard Heisenberg coordinate system. Evidently such a

system will also satisfy all the properties which standard Heisenberg coordinates

have. We write (z ,t ) = 6 («,?/). These coordinates for the 9-Neumann

problem will satisfy the additional properties

(5.2) Zn+X(tf + //) = O3,       Zn+X(\z'\2) = O3

which are crucial when we consider the differential operator D and the bound-

ary operator (i.e., [Zn+x]dD) act on the "transferred kernel"! Here O and &

denote respectively C°° functions /(«,>/) and g(Ç,n) satisfying

\f(Z,r,)\<(\z'\ + \t\ + p(Ç) + p(tl)f

and
ig(«,«)i<(iz'i + |i|,/2 + /)(«)1/2 + /)(?7)1/Y.

Given a function Jf(zn ,it,/) e C°°(U" x R+)  define the "transferred

kernels" 3?D eC°°(Dx D) by

(5.3) JTD(«, «) = y,{£)Jr{e\z, n) ; /(«) + p\r,))tp(n)

and the Hubert integral operator OpD(3V) associated to f%D is defined by

(5.4) Op0pr)(/)(«) = / 3tD<&, n)f(n)dr\
Jd

where dn is any fixed measure on D which is C°° with respect to Lebesgue

measure. Then we have the following theorems:

(5.5) Theorem [27]. Let ^(z'1, t*, p^) = Ek(z* , t1, p1)H¡(z'1, S, p1) be a ker-

nel which belongs to any one of the cases <&x,'to2,<&3, or W4 listed in Definition

(3.4). Then OpD(^) extends to a bounded operator on LP(D) to itself, for

1 <p < oo.

By duality we immediately derive

(5.5') Theorem [27]. Under the same conditions as in Theorem (5.5), the oper-

ator 0pD(3?)* defined by

(5.4') 0P;(Jf)(/)(«) = f 3?;(t,ti)f(n)dn
Jd

extends to a bounded operator on LP(D) to itself, for 1 < p < oo.

Using the techniques in Folland-Stein [6], Greiner-Stein [8] and Rothschild-

Stein [28], we also can prove the following propositions:
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(5.6.1) Proposition. Let OpD(^) be an operator defined in (5.4) and I > 4,

k <2n, k + I <2n + 4. Then OpD(^) extends to a bounded operator in the

following cases:

(i)   OpD(^):Lp(D)^ L"(D), if q~x = p~x - (2n + 4 - k - l)/(2n + 4),

1 <p < (2n + 4)/(2n + 4 - k - I);

(ii)   OpDm:Lp(D)^A{n+2)(X_xlp)_x/2(k+l)(D),
if (2« + 4)/(2« + 4-k-l)<p<oo;

(iii) opD(jry.L00(D)^A(2n+4_k_l)l2(D),

if0<2n + 4-k-l<2;

(iv)   l/^expialOp^^)^)/!!/!!^^,^,.;^2"^7*^")^«! < C < oo,
a is a sufficiently small constant ;

(v)   Op0(JT): L1 (D) - L(2»+«)/<*+')-«(Z)) , Ve > 0 ;

(vi)   Op0(^):L(2"+4)/(2"+4-"-/)(log+L)(2"+4)/(2n+4-fc-/)-1+£(7)) -» L00^),

Ve>0;

(vii)   OpD(JT): LP(D) -* ra(7)), a = 2« + 4 - ifc - / - (2« + 4)/p,

(2« + 4)/(2« + 4-k-l)<p<oo.

(5.6.2) Proposition. Let OpD(3Sf) be an operator defined in (5.4) and I < 4,

k + l/2 <2n + 2. Then OpD(^) extends to a bounded operator in the following

cases:

(i')   Op0(JT): LP(D) -» L'(D), i/ çT' = p~X - (4« + 4 - Ik - /)/(4« + 4),

1 < p < (4« + 4)/(4« + 4 - 2Â: - /) ;

(ii')   OpD(^):Lp(D)^A{2n+2){x_x/p)_x/2(2k+n(D),
if (4« + 4)/(4« + 4-2k-I) <p <oo;

(iii')   Op0(JT): L°°(7)) -> A2„+2_¿_//2(D), if 0 <2n + 2-k-l/2 <l;

OpD(Jf):L°°(D) -» A, (7)), // Jfe + //2 = 2« + 1 ;

(iv')   |//Dexp(a|OpD(^)(/)/||/||i(^)/(^_tt_0|(4B+4)/(2fc+/Víl < C < oo,

a is a sufficiently small constant ;

(v')   OpD{JT):L\D) - L(*^)/(»+0-«(D)f Ve > 0;

(Vi')    OpD(^): L(4"+4)/(4«+4-2ÄT-/)(log+ L)(4«+4)/(4«+4-2fc-/)-l+ï(z)) ^ £»(z)) _

Ve>0.

Applying the results of these two propositions, we can prove the optimal Lp

and Holder estimates for the Kohn solution of the Cauchy-Riemann equations

on a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain Q. Using a partition of unity,

we can transfer the kernel <9*N from a small neighorhood 77 of 0 G D to

small boundary neighborhood D of r\ e dQ = Jf. We call this "transferred

kernel" (¿TN)0, then (<Fn)ö will be a vector (KXD,K2D,... ,KnD+x).   Each

KJD has the form J2k ¡(Ek>D ' (^/)o • Tne crucial terms of KJD 's are the terms

(E2n_\)D(H4)D and (E2n_3)D(H¿)D. Hence we have the following theorem:

(5.7) Theorem.

(i)   (¥N)D:Lp(D)^L"(D),ifq-x = p~x - 1/(2« + 4),  Kp<2n + 4;
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(ii)   (¿TN)D: LP(D) -» Ax/2Hn+2)/p(D), if 2« + 4 < p < oo ;

(¿rN)D:Lp(7>) - r,_(2„+4)/p(7»), // 2« + 4 <p < oo;

(iii)   (Ô*N)D: L°°(77) - A,/2(7)) n T, (Z)) ;

(iv)   |//t/exp(a|(a*N)D(/)/||/||L2„+4|(2',+4)/(2"+3))âf«|<C<oo, a Kflî#

ciently small constant; i.e.,

(dy)D:L2n+4(D) -» L{exp(a| • |(2«+4)/(2«+3))}(Z)) _

(v)   (Ô^N)0: L1 (7)) - L(2«+4)/(2«+3)-E(D) > V£ > 0.

(vi)   (d*N)D: L2n+4(log+ L)2n+i+£(D) - L°°(7)), Ve > 0.

On the other hand, using Theorems (5.5), (5.5'), we also have

(5.8) Theorem.

(0   (dy)D:Lp(D)^Lp(D), l<p<oo;

(ii')   (dy)D:Lpk(D)^Lpk+x/2(D), Kp<oo;

(iii')   (d*N)D:Sp(D)^Sp+x(D),  Kp<oo.

Remark. It does not matter whether we use "standard Heisenberg coordinate

system" or "special Heisenberg coordinate system" to consider the Lp and

Holder estimates for the "transferred kernels". When we consider the d-

Neumann problem, we have the Neumann operator N for the model case near

0 e D n 77. This gives a "transferred kernel" ND on QnD. Now the prob-

lem reduces to whether ND satisfies EKN^) = S0 and the boundary condition

Zn+i^D^dSi = 0 or n°t! This is the reason why Phong and Stein need to use

a special Heisenberg coordinate system instead of standard Heisenberg coordi-

nates system. Even though they cannot get Ü(N0) = ô0 and Zn+X (Nfl)|a£J = 0 ;

but by (5.1), they can get Ü(NÖ) = r50+ at least type two operators (acceptable

errors) and Zn+,(ND)|an = 0+ at least type two operators (acceptable errors).

On the other hand, Lieb and Range [18, 19] just use standard Levi procedure to

construct a coordinates system (i.e., standard Heisenberg coordinates system)

in their kernel (d*N)D since they only solve the 9-equation. If we look at their

papers carefully, they never plug in the second Neumann boundary condition!
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